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knowledge center.
Thanks to its members, ICISA is able to play its role by

I wish you happy reading!

sharing their collective knowledge with the many external
partners that request this.
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Executive Director
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Jim Davidson, President 2012 - 2014

‘Farewell............ and Farewell!’
I completed my term as President at the recent Annual General
Meeting in Hamburg. I am very pleased to have this space to
leave you with some farewell thoughts.
Since attending ICISA’s technical committees for quite a number years and

The pace of these sort initiatives always feel a bit slow although this is the

then brushing shoulders with ICISA’s management and the Secretariat I de-

nature of Associations such as ours! It takes a lot of time and effort by

veloped a strong feeling that ICISA could even more develop its role in the

dedicated individuals to make such things happen and our gratitude goes

world of Credit and Surety for its members and stakeholders. This became

out to all those employee members that make ICISA the success it is!

even more patent during the Crisis and consequential media pressure. It
was a mixture of surprise and pleasure when I was approached by Cle-

In particular during my Presidency I would like to give special thanks to

mens Von Weichs suggesting my nomination for Vice President in 2010.

Management Committee Members and the support they have given me:

In itself this was a very humbling experience, but subject to membership

Andreas Tesch (Atradius), Corine Troncy (Coface), Benoït des Cressionniè-

support it also meant that following the ICISA convention I might become

res (Euler Hermes), David Milgrom (ICIC), Patrick Barrault (Scor), Doris Egli

President. I did gratefully receive member support and became President

(Scor), Michael Bond (Zurich) and Richard Wulff (QBE).

in 2012 and was re-elected the following year.
I would also thank the Chair Persons of the Technical Committees through
Not that it was my main intention, but because of the Crisis I think I was

this time: Paul Daas - Surety Committee (Nationale Borg), Markus Deubert

able to act as a stabilising influence for ICISA as an independent without

– Committee of Underwriters (Zurich), Nuria Gorog – Single Risk Com-

too many high level conflicting pressures. I like to think this gave sup-

mittee (Zurich), Louis Habib- Deloncle – Single Risk Committee (Garant),

port and confidence to Rob and his team to manage and promote ICISA

Martin van der Hoek – Credit Insurance Committee (Coface), Eric Holst-

through the Crisis not only maintaining our reputation but enhancing it.

voogd – Accounting & Regulatory Committee (Atradius), René Mul – Credit

Certainly I was keen to see us proactively develop our media and lobbying

Insurance Committee (Atradius), Téva Perreau – Solvency II Expert Group

role and we have made great strides in this direction. It was also a period

(Coface), Jörg Stensinski – Solvency II Expert Group (Atradius) and Richard

for modernising and improving our Governance structure.

Wulff – Asia Sub-Committee (QBE).

I also wanted to remain the Jim Davidson everybody had known and I

And then not least my thanks to the Secretariat well led by Rob Nijhout

hoped I achieved this. I like to think I was approachable and sociable while

(Executive Director), Anne de Koning (Office Manager), Edward Verhey

having the business skills to deal with formalities and courtesies when

(Head of Advocacy & Media Relations), Hans Lousbergh (Manager Insu-

necessary and every so often some politics! I was very pleased to continue

rance Technique) and Willem Bongaarts (Compliance Information Officer).

my attendance at the Spring and Autumn technical meetings. I’m not suggesting for a moment the Vice President or President should attend these

And then the other Farewell! I think most of you are aware of my impen-

meetings - indeed I can see this could be difficult or inappropriate - but I

ding retirement which will be in the next few weeks. I have been fortunate

was of my time and it worked (and I got the shirt to prove it)!

to enjoy two careers, one as Quantity Surveyor in the Construction Industry
and then totally unplanned a move into the Insurance Industry in the speci-

During my Presidency in addition to the important matters of Media and

alist class of Credit Insurance and Surety and this became my main career.

Governance I wished to see the Association develop two more specific

It’s been a great journey and rarely has there been a day when I didn’t

areas of interest to our members, that of Asia and USA. The Asia Sub-

want to turn up for work. I have met so many interesting people over the

Committee has made, thanks to its active members, good progress. It

years from all walks of life. Of course over a life time of work there are

keeps an eye on the current and future developments in the Asian market

bound to be some difficult times but in the end good memories should be

and has high level discussions on specific regional issues such as the lack

the ones that remain stronger. So being in Hamburg for my ICISA farewell,

of business information essential for supporting our clients as an industry.

maybe I should be saying auf Wiedersehen and leaving the possibility that

The Asia Sub-Committee had its latest successful meeting in November

we may meet again! It remains for me to say I wish ICISA and you all the

2013 in Singapore. My initiative to set up a USA Sub-Committee enjoys

very best in the future.

broad support by the members, especially those members operating in
the USA, and ICISA is currently working on the next steps of development.

Jim
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Article by Annalisa Ferrando (ECB)

SMEs and the Eurosystem
Monetary transmission mechanism in the euro area has been adversely affected by the recent financial and sovereign debt crises.
This can be inferred from the limited transmission of changes in the monetary policy stance to the real economy via bank lending
rates and persistently restrained credit to the non-financial private sector, especially in countries under financial stress.

There is ample anecdotal and survey evidence that

The Eurosystem has at its disposal various tools that

Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) have

are currently helping to restore the normal functioning

been suffering the most from the recent financial crisis.

of the monetary transmission mechanism, thereby

According to a recent survey by the European Central

facilitating the financing of SMEs as well. Given the

Bank (2013), a larger percentage of SMEs ranked “ac-

bank-based nature of the euro area financial system,

cess to finance” as their major concern when compared

the main channel through which the ECB’s monetary

to their larger counterparts, with significant heterogen-

policy impulse reaches the real economy is through

eity across countries.1

bank lending rates.

Several structural and cyclical reasons are behind these

In addition, the Eurosystem’s collateral framework al-

difficulties. SMEs are specific in their financing structure.

lows a broad range of assets to be used as collateral

In terms of financing structure, SMEs in the euro area

in Eurosystem liquidity operations. Collateral availability

are typically more dependent on bank lending than

helps determine counterparties’ ability to obtain central

larger enterprises. SMEs are usually perceived both to

bank funding. At the same time, risk mitigation mea-

have a higher probability of default than larger firms and

sures are also necessary to protect the Eurosystem’s

to be more informationally opaque. For this reason, in

balance sheet at all points of the economic cycle. SME

particular, SMEs are more hard-pressed to find alterna-

loans can constitute eligible Eurosystem collateral in

tive sources of financing to bank lending, such as debt

several ways. First, individual credit claims are eligible

issuance. Additionally, SMEs are typically too small to

collateral, provided they fulfil certain criteria. Second, an

absorb the fixed costs associated with debt issuance in

SME loan can also be used in the pool of an SME ABS,

the financial market. As a consequence, they are rela-

which is also an eligible asset class. Third, non-financial

tively more dependent on bank finance and thus more

corporate bonds are also accepted as collateral,

likely to be affected by banks’ increased risk aversion

although these bonds are most probably issued by

than larger firms.

medium-sized companies in addition to large companies rather than by smaller firms.

It is therefore to some extent inevitable that credit sources for small firms tend to dry up more rapidly than for

Finally, since February 2012 the (temporary) ACC

large companies during economic downturns, thereby

framework has been in place whereby other performing

disrupting the business and investment activities of

credit claims, including other NFC and SME loans, can

these firms to a greater extent. Moreover, the sove-

be pledged with participating national central banks. In

reign debt crisis and the subsequent fragmentation of

addition, the Eurosystem lowered its minimum rating re-

financial markets along national lines affected banks’

quirements in December 2011 and again in June 2012

funding conditions and their ability to provide credit to

for some ABSs, including those backed by SME loans.

non-financial corporations, especially in those countries

And in July 2013, amid the significant improvements

with a high proportion of bank-dependent SMEs.

in transparency achieved by the ABS loan-level data

Given the importance of SMEs for the euro area

initiative, the Governing Council decided to introduce

economy, policies that facilitate their access to finance

measures to reduce ABS minimum rating requirements

are gaining increasing attention from European policy-

and haircuts.

makers, including those in the Eurosystem.
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At the same time, the Eurosystem has further tools at
its disposal. Thanks to its role in financial markets, the
Eurosystem can help coordinate the actions of counterparties and help provide solutions to market failures,
i.e. the Eurosystem can act as a catalyst. The various
actions taken by the Eurosystem in this function, often
employed in an observer status in market-led initiatives,
have concerned, among others, securitisation, covered
bonds and the money market. In addition, by setting
explicit transparency requirements for EU ABSs in its
ABS loan-level data initiative, the Eurosystem has been
able to contribute to improving market participants’
confidence in the credit quality of these assets.
The ECB will continue to pay particular attention to
the situation of euro area SMEs when implementing its
non-standard measures as it regards them as a crucial
component of the euro real economy.

Special feature “Divergence in financing conditions of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the euro area”

1

of the publication “Financial integration in Europe”, ECB April 2014.

Annalisa Ferrando
Annalisa Ferrando is Principal Economist at the Capital Markets/

Annalisa Ferrando previously worked at the Research Department

Financial Structure Division of the European Central Bank.

of Bank of Italy and at the Directorate General for enterprise and
Industry of the European Commission. She received a MPhil from

The Capital Markets/Financial Structure Division monitors, analyses and

Oxford University, a Postgraduate Diploma in Energy Economics and

conducts studies on the non-bank transmission of monetary policy and

Management at Scuola Superiore E. Mattei in Milan and a degree

on conjunctural and structural developments in the financial markets

in Economics at the Universita’ Ca’ Foscari Venezia. Her research

of the euro area and of major economies which have an impact on the

interests lie in corporate finance, firms’ financial decisions and financing

euro area from a monetary policy perspective. Moreover, it monitors and

constraints. In these fields she has published numerous journal articles

analyses the financing, financial conditions and balance sheet position

and working papers. Lately she is closely following the financial situation

of households and non-financial corporations, including small and

of SMEs in the euro area and she is member of the G20 Working Group

medium sized enterprises.

on Infrastructure Investment and SMEs.
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New Member Interview Ping An

“New commercial conversation
bridge between China and
the world”

Board Chairman and CEO,
Mr. Roger J.P. Sun of Ping An

In January of this year ICISA welcomed Ping An as a new mem-

fices. The company also has established a representative agent

ber. It is therefore much appreciated that Mr. Roger J.P.Sun,

network in almost 400 cities in 150 countries and regions,

Board Chairman and CEO of Ping An Property & Casualty Insu-

developing business relationships with over 160 insurance and

rance Company of China, Ltd, agreed to answer a few question

reinsurance companies, including China Reinsurance and ICISA

regarding Ping An and their membership of ICISA.

members Munich Reinsurance and Swiss Reinsurance.” The

“Property and Casualty insurance is one of the Ping An’s core

company had over 1.80 million corporate customers and 25

business operations. We have achieved steady growth for

million individual customers as of December 31, 2013. “Thanks

the past 26 years. Ping An Property and Casualty Insurance

to its professional and high-quality service, Ping An Property

Company of China, Ltd. was established in 2002,” Mr. Sun

and Casualty Insurance has developed a prestigious image in

indicated. To further introduce Ping An he explains that “Ping

China”, Mr. Sun proudly states.

An Property and Casualty Insurance provides country-wide services from its 41 branch offices and over 2,100 sub-branch of-

Mr. Sun is clear in his expectations regarding the benefits of
the ICISA membership for Ping An. “We expect to benefit from

Ping An

the expertise and knowledge of the international trade credit
insurance industry within the ICISA membership.” There are for
Ping An no direct issues they would like see addressed, but

Property and Casualty insurance is one of the Ping An’s core business operations,

expect interesting discussions within the Committees they will

and has achieved steady growth for the past 26 years. Ping An Property and

be joining.

Casualty Insurance Company of China, Ltd. was established in 2002.
Ping An Property and Casualty Insurance provides country-wide services from

Mr Sun indicates they will mainly focus on the discussions

its 41 branch offices and over 2,100 sub-branch offices. The company also has

within the Credit Insurance Committee and the Committee

established a representative agent network in almost 400 cities in 150 countries

of Underwriters. “Ping An is the market leader of Short Term

and regions, developing business relationships with over 160 insurance and

Domestic Trade Credit Insurance in China. Our participation will

reinsurance companies, including China Reinsurance, Munich Reinsurance and

bring in-depth information and knowledge from the Chinese

Swiss Reinsurance.

market and we are happy to share this information with the

The company had over 1.80 million corporate customers and 25 million individual

ICISA membership.”

customers as of December 31, 2013. Thanks to its professional and high-quality
service, Ping An Property and Casualty Insurance has developed a prestigious

Mr. Sun concludes the interview by emphasizing “being an

image in China.

ICISA member is important as it enhances Ping An’s cooperation with our key clients. Furthermore the ICISA membership
means for us sharing our knowledge and benefitting from the
experience of other members. Or in other words, we hope to
build a new commercial conversation bridge between China
and the world.”
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Four questions to Jörg Stensinski, Chair Solvency II Expert Group

‘Few experts dealing with many aspects’

Current Solvency II process issues on the agenda

Formula for a virtual ICISA portfolio. The results of that

of your Expert Group?

analysis a planned to be used for further lobbying exerci-

“The most challenging issue on the agenda of the Expert

ses with the various instances.

Group is to achieve a revision of the standard formula
for non-life UW risk for Credit & Suretyship. The expert

It remains another challenge though to address the right

group’s opinion is that the formula is conceptually flawed

instances and functions to lobby at. Solvency II has got

in its composition and parameterization. This is true for

a number of stakeholders including the EP, EC, EIOPA,

the cat risk charge but also for the premium and reserve

(local) supervisors and various associations. The lobbying

risk components. It is important to know that the standard

capabilities of the Solvency II Expert Group are limited

formula currently proposed would lead to a capital

though.

requirement under Solvency II of up to 10 to 15 times the
Solvency I capital requirements. While the members of

Another topic under discussion in the Expert Group that

the Expert Group agree that the requirements based on

is worthwhile to be mentioned is the interpretation of the

Solvency I are too low, the eventual increase resulting from

SII regulation. While, in fact Solvency II is principles based,

the SII Standard Formula may result in a threat to all stake-

there do exist a number of items for which an industry

holders in the Credit Insurance and Surety line of business.

wide interpretation would be beneficial. In particular, when

In fact, the SCR Non-Life for Credit and Suretyship would

it comes to dealing with supervisors or colleges of super-

lead to many of the credit insurers being undercapitalized.

visors an industry-wide aligned view would be valuable.

In particular those companies that go for the Standard

As far as many aspects of the regulations of the (partial)

Formula. However, also the own funds of companies that

internal models are concerned and aligned view would

apply for a (partial) internal model will likely be measured

be useful, but also aspects like contract boundaries,

against the SCR calculated by the Standard Formula, the

contractual loss event date, and loss-absorbing capacity

outcome of which will be taken as a benchmark by the

of deferred taxes are topics an industry wide interpretation

regulators. Significant differences between the Standard

or definition of which would be advantageous.”

Formula and Internal Model results may lead to timeintensive discussions.

Other regulatory developments that the Expert
Group is focusing on?

“While the members of the Expert Group agree that

“ICISA is following all types of regulatory developments.

the requirements based on Solvency I are too low,

Some of those require response by either all or some sin-

the eventual increase resulting from the SII Standard

gle members of our industry. In those situations it is often

Formula may result in a threat to all stakeholders in the

sensible to provide a joint ICISA response. Given the fact

Credit Insurance and Surety line of business”

that industry experts on Solvency II do have strong experience and expertise on various regulatory topics and their

7

EIOPA has not provided any underlying assumption of the

developments, they are at times dealt with at the Solvency

current proposal for the respective Standard Formula for

II Expert Group as well. Regulatory developments that

CI&S. In that respect, it is difficult to go into a fact based

have been picked up by the Solvency II Expert Group were

discussion. For that reason the SII EG took the decision

the ones on Shadow Banking, as well as Systemic Risk.

to quantitatively analyze the current parameterization and

Only recently EIOPA sent out the requirements for the

calibration. A core team of the Expert Group is currently

2014 Stress Test. In general a topic that lies in the interest

undertaking a data compilation and analysis exercise that

of the Solvency II Expert Group. However, given the lack of

should result in an appropriate calibration of the Standard

resources an involvement is not likely to take place.”
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“ICISA is following all types of regulatory developments. Some of
those require response by either all or some single members of our
industry. In those situations it is often sensible to provide a joint
ICISA response”
Other issues you would like to see as Chair on the agenda of

Jörg Stensinski
Director at Atradius Group

the Committee?
“I have to differentiate between what I would like to have on the agenda

Jörg Stensinski is Director at Atradius Group. He is leading Group

of the committee if the Committee was sufficiently resourced and

Risk Management and in that function a member of the Atradius

commitment would evidently warrant the possibility to work on those

Leadership Team and chairing or participating in various credit and

topics and the current situation. Given the expertise of the members

risk committees of the Atradius Group. In his current function he is

of the Solvency II Expert Group, the group could deal from an Industry

also executive sponsor of the Solvency II program. That program

perspective with ‘all’ types of regulatory and quantitative affairs. Be it

consists of all projects needed to achieve the objective of making

Solvency II, any other Solvency regulations outside of Europe, Shadow

Atradius compliant for the use of a partial internal model as per

Banking Regulations, Systemic Risk aspects and others. The group

Solvency II regulations at introduction date.

could work and lobby in the interest of the industry at various European
and non-European instances, publish respective papers and present

Previously, in his role as Executive Manager and Head of Strategy

on behalf of the industry. In particular the strong quantitative orientation

and Corporate Development, he has proven reputation in ensuring

of many of the Expert Group members and the access to data would

that the Atradius group is moving into the ambitioned direction from

allow this group to deal with various types of quantitative and statistical

a strategic, product, process and systems point of view. Under the

analyses. The PML study is only one example.

guidance of Stensinski Atradius moved to a decentralized group
structure.

“Given the expertise of the members of the Solvency II Expert
Group, the group could deal from an Industry perspective with ‘all’

Prior to joining Atradius, Stensinski served as a Vice President

types of regulatory and quantitative affairs”

at ABN AMRO Bank being responsible for the development and
implementation of model governance and management policies for

However, given the fact that the Solvency II Expert Group is a relatively

statistical models used within Basel II (Pillar I and II) for Regulatory

small group of active people, the workload remains with the identi-

and Economic Capital calculation. Stensinski gained additional

cal people who are willing to share their special expertise and have

experience and expertise –in particular the first steps and ideas

the ambition to deliver for and on behalf of the group. As a matter of

towards Basel II at the end of the last century – in his earlier

fact this does not allow putting any additional topics or issues on the

functions at Group Risk Management at Citibank Germany and later

agenda for the Expert Group, but the topic we currently deal with.

on at Commerzbank Germany. Stensinski holds a Master of Science

Having this said, the composition of people in the Solvency II Expert

in Statistics and Political Economy from the University of Dortmund

Group would be ideal to create a voice of the industry towards any

in Germany.

regulator (or third party in general). Commitment is needed to set up a
group that can deal with various topics and become a strong lobbying
weapon of the C&S industry.”

progress of the Expert Group. I also provided some first insights into
preliminary results into the Standard Formula Analysis that is being kic-

“The composition of people in the Solvency II Expert Group would

ked off currently, but the timeline is challenging. I also mentioned work

be ideal to create a voice of the industry towards any regulator”

program opportunities for the future. But the possibility of dealing with
it depends on the willingness of members to commit dedicated time to

Could you look back on the main issue you have raised at the

the work in the Expert Group.”

AGM?
“At the AGM I was limited in time. Hence I briefly looked back at the
achievements of the last year and gave some insights into the work in
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Interview Committee Chairs – René Mul (CIC), Markus Deubert (CoU), Paul Daas (SC) and Nuria Gorog (SRC)

Update by the Committee Chairs

The Committees concentrate on many topics of interest. Their agendas are a reflection of the market and industry developments
they encounter. The Committee Chairs agreed to give a brief preview into their agendas and kindly share which market
developments urged their respective Committee to include new topics for discussions.
Challenging topics on the agenda of the Spring

discussions are one key success factor of this Commit-

Meetings

tee, also at the Spring Meetings.” It is therefore for him

With the Spring Meetings only a few months ago, the

difficult to highlight one topic. “But detailed information

Chairs René Mul, Credit Insurance Committee (CIC),

and knowledge was provided and consequences on

Nuria Gorog, Single Risk Committee (SRC), Markus Deu-

scenarios discussed regarding the presentation of the

bert, Committee of Underwriters (CoU) and Paul Daas,

steel industry provided by a market player which can

Surety Committee (SC) kindly look back to these fruitful

be summarized as News and developments of the steel

meetings in Zürich.

sector in Germany, Europe and the World”, he notes.

“Looking back it is difficult to point out one specific issue

“Although Solvency II is not a new topic anymore, we

because the range of topics is very wide, such as mar-

had good discussions and presentations about how the

kets, countries and business industries”, Markus Deubert

new rules will impact Credit & Political Risk Insurers”,

(CoU) states. He immediately adds that “controversial

Nuria Gorog (SRC) specifies the discussions in her Committee. “Most of the Insurers and Reinsurers are ready

‘Controversial discussions are one key
success factor of this Committee,
also at the Spring Meetings’

now for meeting the Solvency II requirements however
the interpretation and accomplishment can be more
challenging from one company to another.” But this was
according to her not the only discussion to highlight. “We
also had deeper discussions about the new underwriting
policy of Lloyd’s related to Contract Frustration, Trade
related as well as for Financial Guarantee. All members
engaged in a good debate about the definition of financial guarantee which, again, is not a new topic for the
Committee, but which once more enjoys great interest
by the members. The Single Risk Committee and the
Surety Committee should coordinate on such topic due
to the interconnection of some of the concepts which
could even impact the accounting treatment under
IFRS.”
Paul Daas (SC) especially enjoyed the very interesting
presentation on the Brazilian surety market, which is of
growing importance for the surety business. “Lessons
learned from individual claim cases have enhanced
the claims avoidance/handling procedures. In addition

René Mul

we shall continue to look at the differences between

Chair of the Credit

conditional bonds and demand guarantees and work

Insurance Committee

on market definitions” he clarifies. For René Mul (CIC)

Company: Atradius

it is generally speaking the biggest challenge to keep
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Markus Deubert
Chair of the Committee of Underwriters
Company: Zurich Insurance plc

the meetings itself as relevant and as interesting to as
many members as possible, creating an appealing mix
of agenda topics that will trigger an active exchange of
views and knowledge between all participants. “If you
look at the agenda of the recent meetings of the Credit
Insurance Committee you might cautiously conclude that
there has been a shift of focus from looking at threats,
the impact and consequences of increased commercial
and political risks and even a possible Euro break-up on
our cover terms and conditions, in favor of a more positi-

tions that are available to our customers for the situation

vely oriented attention for opportunities, new or improved

where under their existing policy they are underinsured

forms of cover that we have to offer to our prospective

for a buyer, that is, where the credit insurer cannot give

and existing customers.” Mul (CIC) indicates that for

the level of cover that the customer requires and has de-

him the most inspiring topic on the agenda was and is

clined or only partially agreed the credit limit. The Com-

exploring the possibilities and opportunities to further

mittee is working on a comparative paper that describes

promote our credit insurance industry and its products.

the features of solutions like external top-up cover,
in-house top-up cover and co-insurance.” The second

‘A general trend in the market being
the increase of requests of coverage
for long term transactions’

topic on the product side that was discussed within his
Committee was “the development of our internal buyer
rating systems into an external customer service tool
and the extent to which we can provide credit insurance
cover for leasing companies and for forward contracts in
the energy sector.”

Attention to market and industry developments
“This could be done through co-operation with financial

Some market and or industry developments identified

institutions and trade financiers or through the deve-

by the Committee need extra attention. “We had in the

lopment of new products, product variations or types

agenda an interesting topic related to the risk’s intercon-

of cover.” Against this background, he notes that they

nections”, Gorog (SRC) notes. “We had a presentation of

had a representative of the Factoring industry as a guest

a sophisticated tool (Zurich Risk Room), which demon-

speaker. “Also we will continue to examine to what ex-

strates how these interconnections can impact for

tent credit insurance companies can better benefit from

instance a region/country from the economic or financial

the banking industry as strategic partners in promoting

point of view”. “In addition”, she adds, “we discussed

credit insurance in general, for example, by being able

about a general trend in the market being the increase of

to provide actuarial evidence that credit insurance, apart

requests of coverage for long term transactions and how

from having an overall positive impact on the economy in

these transactions should be considered by insurers

general, has a positive effect on the probability of default

and reinsurers. Although the ‘case by case’ approach

of credit-insured companies, making these companies

for such type of business is requested, the market trend

safer candidates for granting trade finance or working

is that the capacity is available in the market.“

capital.”
For the Surety Committee the recent ruling in Spain on
On the product side, Mul (CIC) identifies a few other inte-

the statutes of limitations concerning cooperative bonds

resting topics that were addressed. “The alternative solu-

got the attention of the Committee. “It may have fairly
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Continuation of the Interview Committee Chairs

Update by the Committee Chairs

large consequences on existing cases and potential consequences for other legislations as well. Public Relations
will be another topic”, Daas (SC) remarks.
Deubert (CoU) informs that based on the fact that the
selection of topics is especially driven by the variances of
uncertainties e.g. political challenges, juridical developments and regulatory framework changes, we typically
discuss possible consequences for the credit quality of

Paul Daas

risks and portfolios. He however would like to underline

Chair of the Surety Committee

one topic. “At the next meeting we would like to get an

Company: Nationale Borg

insight view on Russia with regard to the macroeconomic challenges and development of the cross border

states. “But some of the agenda topics I mentioned ear-

business.”

lier and that we have started to tackle will remain on the
agenda.” Mul (CIC) hopes “we can make good progress
in the coming year with studies and initiatives to identify
opportunities for co-operation, promotion and gener-

‘We will always have to make room

ally achieving a higher profile for credit insurance with

for topics dictated by recent market

issue that was also raised by Richard Wulff in his column

situations or developments’

banks.” Apart from that, he would like to emphasize an
‘Upwards and onwards or steady as she goes’ in the
previous issue of The ICISA Insider. “I personally find it
quite challenging - the demand for credit insurance does
not seem to be unlimited and the industry shall have to

The Credit Insurance Committee is currently monito-

continue to prove its relevance, not only as reliable risk

ring the development of legislation regarding so-called

mitigators, but also in servicing present day customer

preferential payments in the countries represented in the

needs using modern tools and improved or even innova-

Committee. Mul (CIC) clarifies that “under this legislation

tive products. I would welcome an exchange of opinions

the insolvency practitioner is permitted to claim back

on this topic in our Committee.”

payments made by the buyer to the suppliers during a
specified time prior to the insolvency. Is this legislation wi-

“The Single Risk Committee will continue to work on the

dening, does it have an effect on our cover and should we

market survey”, Gorog (SRC) notes. “We have already

take measures?” Another point of attention in his Com-

achieved a lot, but we still need to reach our target in

mittee is the request for removal of the nuclear and war

order to get reliable and comprehensive data about the

risk exclusion from our policies, mainly coming from the

amount of premiums, exposures and claims related to

banking sector in the framework of the Basel regulations.

the Single Risk business.” Gorog (SRC) underlines the

Mul (CIC) realizes that “this is particularly a topic in the

importance of the survey. “This survey will help us to

Single Risk Committee, but we too are keeping an eye on

get the recognition of the full industry, but also from our

any increase of such requests for whole turnover policies.”

customers and will put us in a better position for discussing with all the stakeholders linked to our industry.” But
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Preferred new challenging topics on the agenda

also the international sanctions are according to her an

of the Committee

important topic in the upcoming Meetings. Important

“We will always have to make room for topics dictated

questions need to be answered in this respect. “How

by recent market situations or developments”, Mul (CIC)

these sanctions could impact our business regarding

INTERVIEW COMMITTEE CHAIRS | July 2014 | The ICISA INSIDER

Nuria Gorog
Chair Single Risk Committee
Company: Zurich Credit & Political Risks

underwriting, recoveries, reinsurance and so on. What
are the members doing as result of sanctions?”
Daas (SC) indicates that a challenging topic on their
agenda is the lack of surety statistics in Europe which
has been frequently raised as an important topic during
their meetings. “We are setting up a specific conference
call to discuss the topic and agree on actions to be
taken, in which ICISA should play a role as well. However
creating viable specific documentation on surety in order

Also for Daas (SC) the active involvement of all members

to assist the advocacy actions continues to haunt us.”

is key. “The presentation on behalf of the Surety Committee focused on the cooperation to jointly tackle challenges ahead and sharing information by active involvement

‘Focus on the cooperation to jointly
tackle challenges ahead and sharing
information by active involvement
of the representatives of the members’

of the representatives of the members.”
Deubert (CoU) raised the self-conception of his Committee as well as the topics discussed during the Spring
Meetings. “Furthermore I mentioned the suggested
topics for the next meeting. The main topic has not
changed and that is the Committee of Underwriters itself,
because it is a forum for fruitful and open discussions on
economic trends and developments as well as platform

For Deubert (CoU) it is not easy to name one or two to-

to transfer and exchange ideas, best practices and know

pics of importance as the discussions within his Commit-

how. I could recapitulate our underwriters’ focus within

tee are driven by the changes and volatilities of markets,

the Committee as ‘Risk is our daily business’.”

countries etc. He therefore notes that “an endless list
could be documented. Besides the topic mentioned ear-

Mul (CIC) reported and commented during his presen-

lier, we would like to get some more information on value

tation shortly on attendance and representation in the

at risk models such as ‘loss given default’ and ‘possible

recent Committee meetings and on the achievements

expected loss’ with regard to the potential influences and

of last year. “I spent the rest of my presentation on the

consequences for the underwriting. News and develop-

plans so far for the coming year and I also very much

ments of the construction industry in and for Europe are

welcomed any suggestions from the COMI or the

also very welcome.”

members in general for topics that they would like our
Committee to pick up.”

Content of Chair presentations at the Annual
Meeting in Hamburg
“The main point I raised is the fantastic cooperation of
the members of the Single Risk Committee illustrated
by the share of information on the topics we put in our
SRC agenda and raised partially earlier in this interview”,
Gorog (SRC) states. “I elaborated on the achievements
and on the next steps in order to continue to develop our
Single Risk business.”
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Article by Michael Bond – Chair of the Guiding Principles Working group

Guiding Principles
Under the Chairmanship of Michael Bond, Executive Vice President and
Head of Surety at Zurich, a Working Group consisting of Martijn van Gils
and Rob Hugens of Atradius, Nathalie Pitault of Coface, and Jean de
Villeneuve of SCOR, developed ICISA’s Guiding Principles. At the Annual
Meeting in Hamburg these principles were accepted.
ICISA members are already doing business based on
strong ethical values and the guiding principles which were
developed for ICISA members reflect those values. “For
any organization, putting down on paper the basic, most
fundamental principles of conduct is a real challenge. Now
imagine that organization to be a global credit and surety
association with more than 50 members on five continents

that looked like a detailed code of conduct to a series of

doing business in nearly every country around the globe.

more aspirational statements. What was really powerful

That is what ICISA asked the Working Group to do late last

is that once the Working Group agreed on the format,

year when it tasked us to develop Guiding Principles for

there was almost immediate agreement on the principles

ICISA”, Bond explained.

themselves.” It was clear all ICISA members shared a common approach on issues such as sustainability, integrity

“At first the question was raised why the Association needs

& compliance, technical excellence and customer focus.

Guiding Principles”, Bond indicates. “ICISA has existed for

“While we may have debated specific words here and

over 85 years without them. Is it because Guiding Princi-

there, the overarching principles resonated with principles

ples are the newest organizational trend and we need to

and values adopted already by each of our organizations

get on the bandwagon? Is it because without them, ICISA

separately. And based on the feedback we have received

and its members have been drifting rudderless without

from the overall membership, that view is shared by many

any principles to guide them? Is it because we want to

members.”

lock ICISA and all of its members into rigid set of rules? Of
course none of the above”, Bond underlines.

To Bond the current set of Guiding Principles form a common set of values for what ICISA and its member should

In short Bond explains the need for Guiding Principles as

aspire to. “As ICISA strives to promote best technical

underlining the common ethical ground members of ICISA

practices within the credit and surety industry, it also

commit to when conducting their business. “The Guiding

should promote a set of behaviors and a culture built on

Principles are important because they allow ICISA to define

high ethical standards. The overall objective is the same –

the common values which all the members share and

to advance the long term success of our industry as trustful

which guide the way we conduct ourselves. The Guiding

facilitators for global business.”

Principles are broad statements which help to establish the
culture of ICISA and it members – clearly stating what is

Bond would like to use the opportunity to thank the

important to us as a group and underpinning our behavior

members of the Working Group. “Martijn van Gils and Rob

in our daily business. The principles are something both

Hugens of Atradius, Nathalie Pitault of Coface, and Jean

internally and externally that we can hang our hat on and

de Villeneuve of SCOR need to be mentioned and thanked

say ‘This is what we stand for’.”

for their work and creativity during this process. I think we
all shared a sense of accomplishment to have worked to-
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The Working Group spent a lot of time discussing the form

gether so well in combining divergent views and developing

of the Guiding Principles. “We moved from something

a set of Guiding Principles we all felt strongly about.”
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ICISA Guiding Principles
ICISA and its members are committed to operate in a professional manner that is financially responsible, respectful of the
environment and which demonstrates high ethical values - all in the best interest of the long-term success of our industry.
ICISA’s role in the international credit and surety marketplace provides

We acknowledge the value of establishing a set of Guiding Principles that

opportunities to promote behaviours and practices that contribute to

underpin our behaviour in the pursuit of our objectives and in our daily

sustainable growth in global economic exchanges for the benefits of our

interactions with our customers, our distribution partners, our peers and

customers, the transactions and projects we facilitate, the countries where

our stakeholders.

these transactions and projects are located, and our various stakeholders.

Enabling Trade

Customer Focus

We strive to conduct our business in a manner which contributes to

We strive to provide products and services that contribute to the success

strengthening and expansion of global trade on a sound basis.

of our customers and distribution partners while creating value for our
shareholders.

Technical Excellence
We strive for the highest quality and for continuous improvement in all that

Integrity and Compliance

we do. We strive to understand our customer’s needs and the risks we are

We promote integrity, fairness and an open approach with our customers,

assuming and managing. We strive to promote leadership and learning in

employees and other stakeholders and strive to comply with all applicable

our organisations, to build the talent pool in our industry.

laws and regulations.

Best Practices

Sustainability

We strive to promote best practices in the credit and surety industry

We are sensitive of environmental issues and we strive to promote

through the exchange of information and the development and sharing of

environmentally sustainable business practices to protect our employees,

best practices around the globe.

our customers and the communities where we work.

Michael P. Bond
Executive Vice President – Head of Surety
Michael P. Bond joined Zurich in November 1998 as a senior

commercial surety customers in North America and around the world.

underwriter with Zurich Credit and Political Risk, a group that delivers

Prior to joining Zurich, Mr. Bond served as a senior insurance officer

world-class political risk insurance and trade credit insurance solutions

at Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), underwriting

to investors, international banks, multinational companies and

political risk insurance coverage for projects in a variety of industrial

infrastructure developers in emerging markets. Zurich has become

sectors. Mr. Bond also played a key role in developing and expanding

the leading provider of political risk insurance and medium-term trade

OPIC’s cooperation with private political risk insurers. Previously, Mr.

credit insurance in the global marketplace from its home office in

Bond worked as a municipal development advisor with the U.S. Peace

Washington, D.C. and regional offices in Barcelona, Beijing, Frankfurt,

Corps in Honduras and as a project manager with Law Environmental

Hong Kong, London, Paris, Sydney, Tokyo and Zurich.

in Atlanta, Georgia.

In 2009, Mr. Bond was named the head of the Zurich Surety, Credit

Mr. Bond is on the Board of Directors of the SFAA and a member of

& Political Risk team and tasked with the development of Zurich’s

the Management Committee of ICISA. Mr. Bond holds a B.S. from

global political risk, credit and surety business. In 2010, Mr. Bond

Rutgers University, an M.S. from the Georgia Institute of Technology

was named the head of Zurich Surety, a $600 million surety business

and an M.B.A. from Loyola College. He resides in Olney, Maryland,

based in Owings Mills, Maryland, which serves contract and

with his wife and three children.
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Mr. Liu Xinlai former Chairman of China National Investment and Guaranty Co., Ltd (China I&G)

Innovation, Cooperation and Development
I am grateful to my old friend Mr. Richard Wulff for passing the pen to

The issue of the Outline Plan marks that the construction of the social

me to say some words. I am also very grateful to ICISA for providing an

credit system covering the whole society will go on fast track. It also

effective international platform for information exchange and experience

accelerates the implementation and promotion of a construction surety

sharing.

system which accounts for one of the key points of the credit system.

Mr. Wulff mentioned that China I&G has been the pioneer and innovator

Internationally and especially in countries where a market economy is

in the Chinese market. This is more than true.

developed and completed, construction surety system is one of the

The Chinese surety market has a very short history compared to the in-

most important systems in the construction sector, playing the role

ternational surety market. Twenty years ago the establishment of China

of corruption prevention and credit commitment. In the international

I&G symbolized the starting point of the Chinese surety industry. In the

surety market construction surety is the classical and green surety pro-

past 20 years the growth of China I&G has witnessed the development

duct which has a long history and rich practical experience. Undoubte-

of an emerging market. As the pioneering surety company in the coun-

dly, to promote construction surety in China requires strengthening the

try, China I&G shoulders the responsibility of blazing the trail and driving

domestic surety companies’ cooperation, promoting legislation with the

the development of the whole industry. Innovation and change gave

power and voice from the entire industry and exploring surety models

impetus to the company for maintaining the top rank in the industry.

that suit China’s present situation. More importantly, it requires strengthening cooperation with international counterparties for the purpose

‘20 years ago the establishment of
China I&G symbolized the starting point
of Chinese surety industry’

of learning from them good models and practices and strengthening
cooperation with international reinsurers so as to establish effective risk
sharing mechanism.
To innovate in cooperation and to develop in innovation China I&G is
willing to be the window for an international business exchange and
would like to join efforts with international counterparties to achieve
mutual development and a win-win situation.

China is a rapidly developing economy. As a new market the surety

Finally, it is my pleasure to pass the pen to Mr. Jonny Symmonds from

business has huge potential, among which construction surety has

Lombard, which well demonstrates the principle of “Innovation, Coope-

even broader development space. According to the national economy

ration and Development”.

operation data released by China National Bureau of Statistics the total
output value of construction of the whole nation in 2013 was 15.9313
trillion, with a year-on-year growth of 16.1%. And the total construction area in 2013 was 11.3 billion square meters, with a year-on-year
growth of 14.6%. In addition, the new urbanization construction
initiated by China’s new government will further boost the construction
sector. Nevertheless, if compared with the developing pace of China’s
market economy, construction surety in China started quite late and
has developed relatively slowly. Since its establishment China I&G has
been devoted to promoting a construction surety system in China.
Unfortunately so far there is still no compulsory legal requirement for
construction surety in our country. Recently there was some exciting
news. On 15 Jan 2014 the State Council held its executive meeting,
discussing how to speed up social credit system construction and
build a trustworthy economic social environment. The meeting principally approved the Social Credit System Construction Outline Plan.
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Credimundi appoints Jean-Paul
Steenbeke as Deputy CEO

Jean-Paul Steenbeke

Dirk Terweduwe was appointed Chairman of the Board of Directors of Credimundi
effective 1 January 2014. He succeeded Mr. Jean-Pierre Pauwels, who decided to
go into retirement.
Jean-Paul Steenbeke has been appointed

short-term division. He moved to Credimundi

Deputy CEO of Credimundi. He will join Ste-

at the creation of the company in 2004.

faan Van Boxstael (CEO) and Karin Deesen

From then on he headed one of the teams in

(Deputy CEO) as a member of the Execu-

charge of Underwriting, Account and Policy

tive Committee of Credimundi. Jean-Paul

Management until he became head of Sales

Steenbeke has been head of the Sales and

and Account Management.

Account Management (SAM) department of
Credimundi since 2008. He joined Delcredere

For more information, please visit

| Ducroire in 1995 as Sales Manager in the

www.credendogroup.com

Garant and Türk Eximbank start cooperating
in credit and political risk coverage
Garant and Türk Eximbank are pleased to

exchange of expertise and information, co-

needs for coverage are huge and the country has

announce their new partnership in credit and

insurance and debt collection management. Ga-

a great potential due its strategic location at the

political risk insurance. The two companies have

rant could also provide reinsurance on business

crossroads of Europe, Asia and the Middle East”,

signed a Cooperation Agreement to combine

covered by Turk Eximbank.

says Louis Habib-Deloncle, CEO of Garant.

their capacities to address the growing need for

“Garant is delighted to extend its international

credit and political risk coverage in that region.

network of partnerships with Turk Eximbank,

For more information, please visit

The Agreement provides scope for enhanced

which is a key regional and global player. The

www.garantinsurance.com

Felix Winzap joins Catlin Re

Felix Winzap

Felix Winzap, formerly a Senior Vice President at Axis Re, has joined Catlin Re Switzerland
as of 1 June 2014, as Underwriting Director for trade credit and surety reinsurance.
Peter Schmidt, Chief Executive Officer of Catlin

Prior to joining Catlin, Felix Winzap has worked

Re Switzerland, said: “I am happy to announce

during 5 years at Axis Re as Senior Vice

that Felix Winzap has joined Catlin Re Switzer-

President in the Credit & Bond department.

land. Felix is very well known to the Credit and

Before that, Felix has served during 12 years

Bond reinsurance industry through his former

as a Director at Swiss Re holding different

leading positions at different companies, but

senior positions in credit and bond reinsurance.

also through his extensive involvements in in-

His main duties included client management

dustry associations like PASA and ICISA. Felix’

and underwriting for large European and Latin

For more information, please visit

extensive experience as a trade credit/surety

American trade credit and surety clients. Felix

www.catlinreswitzerland.com

reinsurance underwriter and his longstanding

Winzap has started his career in reinsurance

relationships with many professionals in that

in 1992 at Winterthur Re. He holds a Master in

global market further strengthens our trade cre-

Business Administration from the University of

dit/surety reinsurance underwriting capabilities.

St. Gallen, Switzerland.
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Argo Surety formally launched The CREW team
Argo Surety is pleased to announce several staffing changes. We have now formally launched

Brendan Keating

The CREW team at Argo Surety. The CREW, which stands for Credit, Risk Management,
Engineering and Work-Out/Claims, consolidates all support functions aiding and assisting
our Regional Underwriting offices, and the CREW team now holds primary responsibility for
portfolio management and operations. The CREW will be led by our CUO, Mark Farina.
In line with this change, we have several promo-

We’re also pleased to announce that we’ve

tions to announce:

recently added some great talent to the Argo

Sarah Heineman has been promoted to Vice

Surety team:

President - National Underwriting Officer, repor-

Dorothy Daddona has been hired as Assistant

ting to Mark Farina. In this new role, Sarah is di-

Vice President– North East Region, reporting to

rectly responsible for all credit, risk management

Tara Quigley, VP – Eastern Region. Dorothy joins

and operations initiatives and projects

us with over 10 years of underwriting experience

Wes Raska has been promoted to Assistant

at Liberty Mutual as well as a few years on the

Vice President – South Central Region, reporting

brokerage side of the business with Marsh.

directly to Argo Surety President Josh Betz.

Dorothy will assume primary responsibility for

Wes now has oversight of the largest region for

the growth and development of this region.

Argo Surety, one in which he had a large hand in

Jennifer Cardwell has joined us as an Under-

growing and developing.

writer in the Irving office, reporting to Amanda

Brendan Keating has been promoted to As-

Weiss, AVP - South East Region. Jennifer brings

sistant Vice President – North Central Region,

experience to Argo most recently from Liberty

reporting to Senior Vice President Dan Carlson.

Mutual as a commercial surety underwriter.

Wes Raska

Sarah Heineman

In this new role, Brendan takes primary responsibility for growth and development of this region

For more information,

and he will continue to be heavily involved with

please visit www.argosurety.com

our International initiatives.

The Guarantee US Appoints Stephen
Ruschak as President & COO
The Board of Directors of The Guarantee Company of North America USA is pleased to

lity and Surety Bonding (AFSB) designation. He

announce that Stephen C. Ruschak has been promoted to President and Chief Operating

is the Chairman of the National Association of

Officer of The Guarantee Company of North America USA (The Guarantee US).

Independent Sureties (NAIS), and has participated in numerous industry groups, including

In this position Mr. Ruschak is responsible for

reinsurance broker, surety claims attorney and

the Surety and Fidelity Association of America,

continuing to drive profitable growth for The

most recently as Senior Vice President and

National Association of Surety Bond Producers

Guarantee US, and his areas of accountability

Chief Operating Officer for The Guarantee US.

(NASBP), and Associated General Contractors

include underwriting, talent acquisition and ma-

of America (AGC).

nagement, marketing and business develop-

Mr. Ruschak holds an MBA from the University

ment, agency relations, technology and claims.

of Chicago Booth School of Business, a JD

For more information, please visit

Prior to joining The Guarantee US in 2009,

from the University of Detroit School of Law

www.theguaranteeus.com

Mr. Ruschak held a variety of positions of

and a BA in History from Albion College (Mi-

increasing responsibility in both surety and

chigan). He is licensed to practice law in Illinois

reinsurance, including reinsurance underwriter,

and Michigan and holds the Associate in Fide-
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The Trade Credit Insurance & Surety Academy

Update by the Chairman
Since 2007 ICISA has been supporting STECIS and helped them to organize 10 training
seminars in trade credit insurance and surety, where almost 170 students coming from 20
countries had the opportunity to learn and to prepare themselves for next steps in their
careers. Students came from members of ICISA (credit insurers, surety companies and
reinsurers) and large companies interested to improve their credit management.

Martin van der Hoek

Training Seminars Programme 2013

Consultant. Other Board Members are Jean-Pierre Knébel,

The current STECIS program consists of basic and advan-

retired Manager Credit & Surety of AXA Winterthur and

ced seminars on trade credit insurance and surety. Next

Martin van der Hoek, retired Director Insurance technique

to the theory of underwriting, in-depth analysis of industry

of Coface Nederland.

developments, the terminology and the current market,
participants are asked to review case studies. Debate and

Fly-in & Fly-out Seminars

information exchange is intense and is encouraged by

STECIS is developing new training formats such as the

the highly qualified tutors who are all industry experts with

Fly-in & Fly-out Seminars. The Fly-in & Fly-out seminars are

extensive international experience in their field of expertise.

one-day meetings for (semi-)experts to share and increase

Per training seminar participation numbers are restricted to

their knowledge regarding one specific topic/issue. The

15 in order to encourage an active exchange of know-

moderator will introduce, describe and discuss the several

ledge. The students’ evaluation of each seminar contribu-

aspects of the issue and will encourage in-depth discus-

tes to a continuous update of the quality of the program.

sions and expert knowledge sharing. At the end of the

In 2013 four seminars were attended by more than 60

day all participants will have increased or perfected their

students. Besides the regular training seminars, a special

knowledge. To allow participants to fly-in & fly-out, these

tailor-made five days seminar was organised for 15 par-

one-day seminars are organised in the direct vicinity of an

ticipants working at one of the largest insurers in China.

international airport. A Fly-in and Fly-out seminar on Single

They came to The Netherlands to learn about export credit

Risk Credit Insurance is to be launched later this year.

insurance and surety.
More than 7 years of experience in training and the

The Board

stimulating feedback of students are the main sources of

Michael Kennedy joined the STECIS Board in April 2014

success of this ICISA initiative to contribute to the profes-

replacing Mads Dalsgaard Løgstrup, CEO of Tryg Garanti,

sionalism of the credit insurance and surety industry. For

who was a highly respected Member of the Board for

more information on STECIS you are referred to www.

more than 7 years. Mads’ departure was accepted with

stecis.org

great regret, but STECIS is very pleased that Michael Kennedy is now a Member of the Board. He brings more than

Martin van der Hoek, Chairman of the Board of STECIS

30 years of experience into the Board. He was previous
involved in the developing and managing of the Surety
Guarantee business of Allianz in Ireland. He is currently
engaged with Finance One Capital Limited as Surety Bond

Next Training Seminars
For more information,

March/April 2015, The Hague:

June 2015, The Hague

- Trade Credit Insurance (basic)

- Trade Credit Insurance Advanced

- Surety (basic)

- Surety Advanced

please visit www.stecis.org
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